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Abstra t
We onsider the problem of eÆ iently re on iling two similar sets held by di erent hosts
while minimizing the ommuni ation omplexity. This type of problem arises naturally from
gossip proto ols used for the distribution of information. We des ribe an approa h to set re oniliation based on the en oding of sets as polynomials. The resulting proto ols exhibit tra table
omputational omplexity and nearly optimal ommuni ation omplexity. Also, these proto ols
an be adapted to work over a broad ast hannel, allowing many lients to re on ile with one
host based on a single broad ast, even if ea h lient is missing a di erent subset.
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Introdu tion

Gossip proto ols, also known as epidemi algorithms, spread information through a network of
hosts by random onta ts between pairs of hosts. Through many su h un oordinated ex hanges,
information is spread throughout the system. Gossip proto ols, while not a new idea [1, 2℄, have
re ently be ome the subje t of in reasing interest as a building blo k for reliable and s alable
distributed systems.
The information disseminated by a gossip proto ol usually onsists of a set of distin t entries,
ea h entry omprising a dis rete pie e of information about a system. Examples of information
disseminated by gossip proto ols in lude: addresses of parti ipating hosts [3, 4, 5, 6℄; lo ations of
resour es [7℄; bibliographi data [3℄; and broad ast messages [2, 3, 8, 9℄. When a pair of hosts
ex hange information, they must re on ile their respe tive data sets, so that ea h ends up knowing
the other's information. What makes this re on iliation diÆ ult is that the hosts do not know a
priori whi h data elements need to be transmitted.
We formalize the problem of re on iling two hosts' data sets as follows: given a pair of hosts
A and B , ea h with a set of length-b bit-strings, how an ea h host determine the union of the
two sets with a minimal amount of ommuni ation|both with respe t to the number of ex hanges
between the two hosts and with respe t to the number of bits of information ex hanged. We all
 Supported in part by ARPA/RADC grant F30602-96-1-0317, AFOSR grant F49620-00-1-0198, Defense Advan ed
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this the set re on iliation problem. Set re on iliation has appli ations outside of gossip proto ols.
In parti ular, it an be applied to any situation where unordered databases need to be re on iled.
So, for example, set re on iliation ould be used to improve the eÆ ien y of re on iling distributed
le-systems and databases.
This paper presents two surprisingly elegant and eÆ ient set re on iliation proto ols. Instead
of dealing with sets dire tly, these proto ols en ode ea h set as a polynomial whose roots are the
elements of the set. The advantage of this approa h is that some operations on sets, in parti ular
set di eren e, an be omputed more eÆ iently from the polynomial en oding.
The ommuni ation omplexity of these set re on iliation proto ols is independent of the sizes
of the hosts' sets, and instead depends only on the size of the di eren e between the two sets.
Moreover, under ertain onditions, set re on iliation an be a hieved non-intera tively, with just
a single message. Thus, a host A ould broad ast a kb-bit message, and every host Bi whose set
di ers from A's set by at most k bit-strings (ea h of length b) ould re over the bit-strings it is
missing. This works even if ea h host Bi is missing a di erent set of bit-strings, so that the total
number of distin t bit-strings re overed is mu h larger than k.
Se tion 2 presents a proto ol for re on iling two hosts whose sets bear a subset relationship; that
is, one host's set is a subset of the other host's set. Se tion 3 generalizes this result to the general
ase where no subset relationship is assumed. Se tion 4 presents information-theoreti bounds on
set re on iliation, and shows that the ommuni ations omplexity of the proto ols of Se tions 2
and 3 are near optimal. Se tion 5 dis usses related work, and Se tion 6 dis usses dire tions for
future resear h. Finally, the appendi es des ribe some of the omputational intri a ies in these
proto ols and present some implementation data.
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Subset Re on iliation

Consider a pair of hosts A and B that ea h have a set of length-b bit-strings, denoted SA and SB
respe tively. Denote the di eren es between the two hosts by A = SA n SB and B = SB n SA . Let
mA and mB the size of A and B respe tively, and let m = mA + mB . The subset re on iliation
problem is the spe ial ase of set re on iliation where SB  SA, i.e. where m = mA and mB = 0.
One ase of the subset re on iliation problem has a straightforward solution|when only one of
A's bit-strings is not known to B , that is, when mA = 1. In this ase, Proto ol 1 re on iles the two
sets with a single b-bit message. The key to Proto ol 1 is that the two hosts an re over the parity
sum (bitwise ex lusive or) of the di eren e set A from the parity sum of SA and the parity sum
of SB . Sin e jAj = 1 this parity sum is in fa t the missing bit-string.
Subset Re on iliation when mA = 1
1. Host A omputes parityA, the parity sum of its bit-strings, and sends it to B
2. Host B omputes parityB , the parity sum of its bit-strings.
3. Host B omputes the parity sum of parityA and parityB , whi h is pre isely the missing bitstring.

Proto ol 1
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2.1 Chara teristi Polynomials

Proto ol 1 is limited to the ase where m = mA = 1 by the fa t that the parity sum does not
arry enough information to re over multiple elements of a set. To generalize Proto ol 1, we need
a generalization of the parity-sum that provides suÆ ient information to re over more than one
missing bit-string. The generalization we will use is the hara teristi polynomial S (Z ) of a set
S = fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn g, whi h we de ne to be the following univariate polynomial.
S (Z ) = (Z x1 )(Z x2 )(Z x3 )    (Z xn )
(1)
= Z n 1(S )Z n 1 +    + ( 1)n n(S ):
The oeÆ ients i(S ) of the hara teristi polynomial are known as the elementary symmetri
polynomials of S . The i-th elementary symmetri polynomial of a set S is the sum of produ ts of
all i element subsets of S . Thus, if a set S = fx1 ; x2 ; x3 ; : : : ; xmg then
1 (S ) = x1 + x2 + +    + xm ;
2 (S ) = x1 x2 + x1 x3 +    + xm 1 xm ;
3 (S ) = x1 x2 x3 + x1 x2 x4 +    + xm 2 xm 1 xm ;
...
m (S ) = x1 x2    xm :
Note that the zeros of S (Z ) are pre isely the elements of S . Thus, the elements of S an be
re overed by fa toring S (Z ). Also note that S (Z ) is ne essarily moni , i.e. its leading oeÆ ient
is 1.
To use the hara teristi polynomial in pla e of the parity sum of Proto ol 1, host B must be
able to determine the oeÆ ients of A (Z ) given a small amount of information provided by A.
Theorem 1 shows how the oeÆ ients of A (Z ) an be re onstru ted from only the high-order
oeÆ ients of SA (Z ) and SB (Z ). Thus, on e A transmits the required oeÆ ients of SA (Z ) to
B , the oeÆ ients of A (Z ) an be re onstru ted by B .
The oeÆ ients of A (Z ) an be re onstru ted from the oeÆ ients of the mA + 1
highest-degree terms of SA (Z ) and SB (Z ). In parti ular, we have the following onvolutional
relationship between the oeÆ ients of SA (Z ), SB (Z ) and A (Z ):
Theorem 1
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Sin e SA = A [ SB , the hara teristi polynomial of SA an be written as the produ t:
SA (Z ) = A (Z )SB (Z )
Equating the oeÆ ients on both sides of the equals sign gives:

Proof:
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=
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Equation (2) follows from a simple rearrangement of Equation (4) and an be applied iteratively
to onstru t the rst k elementary symmetri polynomials of A from the rst k elementary symmetri polynomials of SA and SB . These elementary symmetri polynomials are the high-order
oeÆ ients of A (Z ).
To use hara teristi polynomials for set re on iliation, we need to map length-b bit-strings onto
elements of some eld. To eliminate growth in the size of the numbers with whi h we ompute, we
use a nite eld, whi h we denote by F q . There are two ases of interest: the rst is where q is prime
and F q is simply the integers modulo q. In this ase, ea h bit-string is interpreted as a binary integer
less than q. By Bertrand's Postulate [10, p. 343℄ there is always at least one prime number between
2b and 2b+1 , so elements of Fq an be represented using lg q < b + 1 bits. The se ond ase is where
q = 2b . Elements of F q are then isomorphi to polynomials b 1 b 1 + b 2 b 2 + b 3 b 3 + : : : + 0
in , where is the zero of an irredu ible polynomial of degree b over F2 . In this ase, ea h bit-string
is represented using exa tly lg q = b bits.1
Using a eld of order 2b is more eÆ ient in terms of the number of bits required, sin e no
overhead is needed to transmit a length-b bit-string. On the other hand, using a prime-order eld
may require up to one extra bit per transmission, but is omputationally more eÆ ient on most
hardware. For the rest of this paper we will interpret all bit-strings as elements of Fq , without
spe ifying a hoi e of q.
2.2 The Proto ol

Proto ol 2, whi h was rst des ribed in [11℄, provides an eÆ ient solution to the subset re on iliation
problem. Note that Proto ol 2 only sends mA oeÆ ients, and not mA +1, be ause the hara teristi
polynomial is ne essarily moni and so the leading oeÆ ient is known a priori. Note also that
Proto ol 2 assumes that mA, the number of missing bit-strings, is known. Sin e SB  SA, the
value of mA is simply the di eren e jSAj jSB j and an be determined with a single b-bit message.
Subset Re on iliation when mA  1
Assuming SB  SA, and host A knows mA, hosts A and B an re on ile their data sets as follows:
1. Host A omputes the rst mA elementary symmetri polynomials of the elements of its set
SA and sends them to host B .
2. Host B omputes the rst mA elementary symmetri polynomials of its set SB .
3. Using Theorem 1, host B omputes the elementary symmetri polynomials of A = SA n SB
and onstru ts the orresponding hara teristi polynomial A (Z ). The elements of A are
pre isely the zeros of A (Z ).
Proto ol 2

The following example demonstrates Proto ol 2 on retely.
Consider the set SA = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g and its subset SB = f2; 4; 6g stored as 3-bit
integers at hosts A and B respe tively. We treat the members of SA and SB as elements of F11 .
 Host B sends jSB j = 3 to host A.

Example 1

1 Note that when working over F2m , 1 (S ) is the parity sum dis
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ussed at the beginning of this se tion.

 Host A sends to host B the mA = jSAj jSB j = 3 elementary symmetri polynomial values:
1 (SA ) = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 10;
2 (SA ) = 1  2 + 1  3 +    + 5  6 = 10;
3 (SA ) = 1  2  3 + 1  2  4 +    + 4  5  6 = 9

 Host B then omputes its own elementary symmetri polynomial values:
1 (SB ) = 2 + 4 + 6 = 1;
2 (SB ) = 2  4 + 2  6 + 4  6 = 0;
3 (SB ) = 2  4  6 = 4

 Host B uses Equation (2) to ompute the elementary symmetri polynomial values of A =
SA n SB :
1 (A ) = 1 (SA ) 1 (SB ) = 9;
2 (A ) = 2 (SA ) 2 (SB ) 1 (A )1 (SB ) = 1;
3 (A ) = 3 (SA ) 3 (SB ) 1 (A )2 (SB )
2 (A )1 (SB ) = 4

 Using the equality in Equation (1), host B re onstru ts the hara teristi polynomial
A (Z ) = Z 3

The polynomial A (Z ) is fa tored as (Z
elements of A = f1; 3; 5g.
2.3 Analysis

9Z 2 + 1Z 4:
1)(Z 3)(Z 5) and its zeros are pre isely the

Proto ol 2 requires two messages: one to determine the size mA, and the other to transmit the mA
required oeÆ ients. If an upper bound on mA is known, then the proto ol requires only a single
message, whose length depends on the quality of the upper bound.
In luding the ost of determining mA, the proto ol needs to transmit only dmA lg(q)e + b bits.
As noted earlier, we an either pi k q to be a prime, in whi h ase b  lg(q)  b +1, or we an pi k
q to be 2b , in whi h ase lg(q) = b. Choosing q = 2b gives the following ommuni ation bound.
Proto ol 2 re on iles sets SA and SB using b  (mA + 1) bits of ommuni ation.
The omputational omplexity of Proto ol 2 is quite tra table. There are two bottlene ks in
the al ulations: omputation of the elementary symmetri polynomials and nding the zeros of
the hara teristi polynomial. The omputation of the elementary symmetri polynomials an be
amortized over insertions into host A's set, sin e
i (SA [ fxg) = i (SA ) + x  i 1 (SA ):
(4)
Thus, to maintain the values of m elementary symmetri polynomials, host A needs only O(m)
time per insertion for an overall running time of O(mjSAj).
The problem of nding zeros of a polynomial over F q is well studied [12, 13, 14, 15℄. Appendix A
des ribes a pra ti al method for fa toring a square-free polynomial of degree m in expe ted time
O(m3 lg q); more sophisti ated algorithms [16℄ an bring this asymptoti time down to O(m1:82 lg q),
but their pra ti al bene ts are not lear.
Theorem 2
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Set Re on iliation

Re all that the subset re on iliation algorithm des ribed in Se tion 2 works by rst re overing
A (Z ), the hara teristi polynomial of the set of missing bit-strings, and then determining the
roots of that polynomial in order to re over the elements of the di eren e set A. The oeÆ ients
of A (Z ) are re overed from the oeÆ ients of the hara teristi polynomials of SA and SB
respe tively.
The approa h used in Se tion 2 does not apply dire tly to set re on iliation for two reasons:
rst, the te hnique for re overing the oeÆ ients of the hara teristi polynomial requires that SB
be a subset of SA; se ond, the algorithm relies on the fa t that it is easy to determine m, the
number of missing elements. Neither of these assumptions hold in the ase of set re on iliation.
To deal with these problems, we adopt an approa h based on sampling and rational fun tion
interpolation for re overing the required hara teristi polynomials. The following se tion presents
an overview of our approa h.
3.1 Overview

The key to our approa h to set re on iliation is the observation that
SA (Z ) A (Z )
SB (Z ) = B (Z )
This holds be ause fa tors orresponding to elements ommon to both SA and SB an el out in
the division. Thus, although the degrees of SA (Z ) and SB (Z ) may be very large, the degrees of
the numerator and denominator of the (redu ed) rational fun tion are mu h smaller, mA and mB
respe tively.
The broad outline of our approa h onsists of three basi steps:
1. Hosts A and B evaluate SA (Z ) and SB (Z ) respe tively at the same m sample points, where
m is an upper bound on m.
2. The sampled values are ombined to ompute the value of SA (Z )=SB (Z ), at ea h of the
sample points. These values are interpolated to re over the oeÆ ients of the redu ed rational
fun tion A (Z )=B (Z ).
3. By fa toring A (Z ) and B (Z ), the elements of A and B are re overed.
Se tions 3.2 and 3.3 dis uss rational fun tion interpolation and the sele tion of sample points
in more detail. A on rete set re on iliation proto ol is then des ribed in Se tion 3.4. Finally
Se tion 3.5 dis usses how set re on iliation an be solved without an a priori bound m on m.
3.2 Rational Fun tion Interpolation

The problem of determining a rational fun tion with that takes on pres ribed values is alled the
Most of the resear h in this area has fo used on rational fun tions
with oating point oeÆ ients, where a ura y and numeri al stability are important issues. There
are two assumptions that distinguish the rational interpolation problems studied in this paper.
First, the oeÆ ient domain of our rational fun tions is a nite eld where there are no problems
of a ura y or numeri al stability. Se ond, we know a priori that the desired rational fun tions are
moni .

rational interpolation problem.
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Let f (Z ) be a rational fun tion in one variable over the eld K :
p Z m + p Z m 1 +    + pm P (Z )
= Q(Z ) ;
f (Z ) = 0 n 1 n 1
q0 Z + q 1 Z +    + q n
where the pi; qj 2 K . If P (Z ) and Q(Z ) are relatively prime (i.e. they have no ommon fa tors
not in K ) then we say that f (Z ) is redu ed. We say that f (Z ) is a moni rational fun tion if
p0 = q0 = 1. We de ne the degrees of f (Z ) to be (m; n). Two rational fun tions P1 =Q1 and P2 =Q2
are said to be equivalent if P1 Q2 = P2 Q1. That is, if the two rational fun tions are redu ed to the
same rational fun tion by an eling ommon fa tors between the numerator and denominator.
A set of pairs (ki ; fi) 2 K 2, where the ki are distin t, is alled a support set for an interpolation
problem. We say that a fun tion f (Z ) satis es the support set V if f (ki) = fi for all (ki ; fi) 2 V .
We onsider the problem of nding a moni rational fun tion f (Z ) that satis es a support set
V of size m su h that the sum of the degrees of the numerator and denominator of f (Z ) is less than
or equal to m, and the di eren e between the degrees of the numerator and of the denominator is
d. Two issues need to be addressed: (1) the existen e and uniqueness of a solution to the problem,
and (2) an eÆ ient algorithm to re onstru t a rational fun tion from a support set.
For our use in set re on iliation, the support set is onstru ted from values of an existing
rational fun tion A (Z )=B (Z ), for whi h d, the di eren e between the degree of the numerator
and denominator, is jAj jB j = jSAj jSB j. Thus, existen e of a satisfying rational fun tion
is guaranteed. The following proposition addresses the uniqueness issue. It is an adaptation of a
standard theorem on rational interpolation (see [17℄, Proposition 2.2.1.4).
Theorem 3 Let V be a support set with m elements over a eld K . Assume there exist two moni
rational fun tions that satisfy the support set and that the sum of the degree of the numerator and
denominator is no more than m. Then the two rational fun tions are equivalent.

Denote the two moni rational fun tions, by P1 (Z )=Q1 (Z ) and P2(Z )=Q2 (Z ). Sin e
both rational fun tions satisfy the support set, we have
P1 (ki ) P2 (ki )
=
;
Q1 (ki ) Q2 (ki )
Proof:

for every ki in the support set V . Clearing the fra tions, we see that the polynomial P (Z ) =
P1 (Z )Q2 (Z ) P2 (Z )Q1 (Z ) must vanish at all ki in the support set. Sin e all of the polynomials
are moni , the degree of P (Z ) is no greater than m 1. Sin e P (Z ) vanishes at m points, it must
be identi ally zero.
Thus, rational interpolation is unique up to the equivalen e relation between rational fun tions.
We now present an algorithm for solving the interpolation problem des ribed above. Assume
we have a support set
V = f(h1 ; f1 ); : : : ; (hm ; fm )g
Assume that there exists a moni redu ed rational fun tion f (Z ) of degrees (mA; mB ) su h that
mA + mB  m and mA mB = d. Our goal is to re over f (Z ) from V , m and d.
We an bound mA and mB as follows:
mA  b(m + d)=2 def
= mA
def
mB  b(m d)=2 = mB
7

Note that mA mA = mB mB . Thus, there exists a moni rational fun tion P (Z )=Q(Z ) of
degrees (mA; mB ) whi h satis es V | in parti ular, f (Z ) with the numerator and denominator
multiplied by Z mA mA . We an write P (Z ) and Q(Z ) as follows:
P (Z ) = Z mA + p1 Z mA 1 +    + pmA ;
Q(Z ) = Z mB + q1 Z mB 1 +    + qmB :
Ea h pair (ki ; fi) 2 V gives rise to a linear relation between the oeÆ ients of P and Q:
kimA + p1 kimA 1 +    + pmA = fi  (kimB + q1 kimB 1 +    + qmB ):
We may ombine m of these relations to form a generalized Vandermonde system of equations as
shown in (5). We denote this system of equations by S (mA; mB ; V ). Being a solution of Equation (5)
0 mA 1
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   k2 1
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B
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 .
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k2mA C
C
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C
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(5)

is a ne essary and suÆ ient2 ondition for a moni rational fun tion of degrees (mA; mB ) to satisfy
the support set f(k1 ; f1); : : : ; (km ; fm)g.
Sin e P (Z )=Q(Z ) satis es the support set f(k1 ; f1); : : : ; (km ; fm)g, Equation (5) must have a
solution. A moni rational fun tion P 0(Z )=Q0 (Z ) with degrees (mA; mB ) that satis es Equation (5)
an therefore be found using lassi al Gaussian elimination in O(m3) operations.
P 0 (Z )=Q0 (Z ) and P (Z )=Q(Z ) must satisfy the same support set V , so by Theorem 3 they must be
equivalent. Sin e by onstru tion P (Z )=Q(Z ) redu es to f (Z ), P 0(Z )=Q0 (Z ) must redu e to f (Z )
as well. Thus, if g(Z ) is the greatest ommon divisor of P 0(Z ) and Q0(Z ), then f (Z ) is equal to
P 0 (Z )=g(Z )
Q0 (Z )=g(Z )
Note that the degree of g(Z ) is ne essarily mA mA, and so the degrees of the re overed rational
fun tion are (mA; mB ), as is expe ted.
3.3 Choosing Sample Points

If a sample point k is hosen that is an element of SA or SB then the orresponding hara teristi
polynomial will vanish. Su h anomalous evaluation points ompli ate the problem interpolation,
espe ially when k is an element of both SA and SB . There are a number of di erent ways of dealing
with this problem. In the following, we will show one of them, whi h we all the Expanded Finite
Field approa h.
2 Be

ause the rational fun tion being re overed is moni , all solutions to Equation (5) represent valid rational
fun tions of the proper degrees. In parti ular, neither numerator nor denominator an be the polynomial 0. Thus,
the satisfying Equation (5) is a suÆ ient ondition as well.
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The Expanded Finite Field approa h works by ensuring that the hosen sample points are not
elements of SA or SB , independent of the ontents of SA and SB . This is done by hoosing sample
points from a di erent set of elements than is used for SA and SB . Re all that the elements of SA
and SB are b-bit strings, whi h are mapped into elements of the nite eld Fq . By enlarging the
eld Fq , we an ensure the existen e of a subset of Fq that is not used to en ode the b-bit strings.
For instan e, we ould use q = 2b+1 instead of q = 2b . Re all that elements of F 2b+1 have the form
a = a 0 + a1 + a 2 2 +    + a b b ;
where the ai are either 0 or 1 and is a zero of an irredu ible polynomial of degree b + 1 over F2 .
Then b-bit strings an be mapped into elements of F 2b+1 where ab = 0. The sample points an then
be hosen su h that ab = 1 without olliding with any elements of SA or SB .
For the ase where q is an odd prime number greater than 2b, we an map all possible b-bit
strings onto the elements 0 through 2b 1. Thus, the elements 2b through q 1 an be used as
sample points without olliding with any elements of SA or SB . In this ase, q must be hosen
large enough to a ommodate the extra sample points.
In either ase, the storage ost of enlarging F q to in lude sample points disjoint from the elements
of SA and SB is at most one bit per number. Note that the Expanded Finite Field approa h allows
the parties to hoose their evaluation points a priori, without knowledge of the ontents of any
data sets.
3.4 A Complete Proto ol

This se tion des ribes a omplete set re on iliation proto ol (Proto ol 3) based on the te hniques
introdu ed in Se tions 3.2 and 3.3.
Most of the al ulations required for set re on iliation, in luding the interpolation and fa toring,
only depend on the size of the symmetri di eren e between the sets to be re on iled. Evaluating
ea h host's hara teristi polynomial at a given sample point, however, requires a linear s an
over that host's data set. Fortunately, this ost an be amortized over the updates to the data
sets. This approa h is taken in Proto ol 3. A ordingly, the proto ol onsists of three methods:
addElement(elt) and removeElement(elt), whi h are alled whenever a host updates its lo al data
set, and re on ile(), whi h omputes A and B .
Following the Expanded Finite Field approa h des ribed in Se tion 3.3, Proto ol 3 assumes
that there is a set E def= fk1 ; k2 ; : : : ; km g  F q of evaluation points that is agreed upon a priori
between A and B . The set E is assumed not to overlap with the representation in F q of any length-b
bit-string.
Ea h host maintains a ve tor of re on iliation data re Data of length m, su h that for host
A re Data[i℄ is the value of SA (Z ) evaluated at ki , and similarly for B . The addElement() and
removeElement() methods in rementally maintain re Data as elements are added and removed
from SA and SB . A ount setSize of the number of elements in the data set is also maintained for
ea h host.
The ore of the proto ol is the re on ile() method. Here, the values of re Data at A and B
are ombined to ompute the values of SA (Z )=SB (Z ) at the evaluation points. Then, using the
methods of Se tion 3.2, a moni rational fun tion is found su h that the degrees of the numerator
sum to no more than m and their di eren e is A:setSize B:dataSetSize = jSAj jSB j. This
rational fun tion onverted to its redu ed form is equal to A (Z )=A (Z ). The numerator and
denominator are then fa tored to re over A and B . A simple and eÆ ient fa toring algorithm
is provided in Appendix A as well as referen es to other more eÆ ient te hniques.
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The following example demonstrates Proto ol 3 on retely.
Consider the sets SA = f1; 2; 9; 12; 33g and SB = f1; 2; 9; 10; 12; 28g stored as 6-bit
integers at hosts A and B respe tively. We treat the members of SA and SB as members of the
nite eld F97 Assume that m = 5 is an upper bound on the size of the symmetri di eren e
between SA and SB .
Let the set of evaluation points E be f 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. Sin e 97 > 26 + m, the elements of
E don't oin ide with the representation of any length-6 bit-string. Assume that addElement(x) is
alled at A for every x 2 SA and at B for every x 2 SB .
The hara teristi polynomials for A and B are:
SA (Z ) = (Z 1)  (Z 2)  (Z 9)  (Z 12)  (Z 33);
SB (Z ) = (Z 1)  (Z 2)  (Z 9)  (Z 10) 
(Z 12)  (Z 28):
The following table shows the values at the evaluation points of the hara teristi polynomials and
the value of their ratio. Re all that all al ulations are done over F 97 .
Z= 1 2 3 4 5
SA (Z ) 58 19 89 77 4
SB (Z ) 15 54 68 77 50
SA (Z )=SB (Z ) 75 74 17 1 35
The values of SA (Z ) and SA (Z ) are omputed in rementally by the alls to addElement(). The
values of SA (Z )=SB (Z ) are omputed in the re on ile() method.
Using the te hniques of Se tion 3.2, we an instantiate and solve Equation 5 to nd a rational
fun tion su h that the sum of the degrees of the numerator and denominator is 5 and the di eren e
is d = jSAj jSB j = 1. Sin e the a tual symmetri di eren e is less then 5, Equation 5 is singular,
i.e. there is more than one solution. Fortunately, any solution will do. Consider, for example, the
following solution to Equation 5.
Z 2 + 46Z + 12
Z 3 + 41Z 2 + 91Z + 4
The GCD of the numerator and the denominator is (Z 18). By dividing out the GCD we get:
Z 33
Z 2 + 59Z + 86
The zeros of the numerator and denominator are f33g and f10; 28g respe tively, whi h are exa tly
equal to A and B .
Example 2

3.4.1

Analysis

In order to ompute the sets A and B , Proto ol 3 needs a ess to the values of setSize and
re Data[℄ at both A and B . Assuming that re on ile() is exe uted by B , then only A's data
needs to be obtained. Thus, B needs to obtain m elements of Fq plus an extra b bits to spe ify
setSize. A ording to the Expanded Finite Field approa h of Se tion 3.3, q an be hosen so that
q  2b+1 . To omplete the re on iliation, B must send to A the ontents of A , whi h requires the
10

transmission of an extra mA length-b bit-strings. This leads to a total ommuni ations omplexity
of:
(b + 1)m + b + bmA = (m + mA + 1)b + m
If m is hosen near m = mA + mB , then this is just over twi e the ost of simply sending the
missing ve tors. Se tion 4 ompares these results to the information theoreti bounds.
The omputational omplexity of Proto ol 3 has two omponents: the ost of evaluating the
hara teristi polynomials SA (Z ) and SB (Z ) at the sample points, and the ost of interpolating
and fa toring. The ost of evaluating the hara teristi polynomial of the set SA at m sample points
is O(jS jm). However, the values of the hara teristi polynomials an be maintained in rementally
as the set SA is built up, with a omputational ost of O(m) per insertion and deletion, as was
done in Proto ol 2. Moreover, the omputation of the sample values does not have to be redone
for every run of the re on iliation proto ol.
The ost of interpolation using Gaussian elimination to solve the system of linear equations is
O(m3 lg q) bit operations. It may be possible to redu e the exponent using fast linear equation
solvers, or by hoosing spe ial evaluation points (as is done for FFT), but the fa t that the linear
equations may be singular makes these approa hes somewhat diÆ ult.
The ost of root nding using the simple algorithm given in Appendix A is O(m3 lg q) bit
operations. Again asymptoti ally faster algorithms may be used to improve the exponent, but
both linear equation solving and root nding exponents must be redu ed to improve the asymptoti
omplexity of O(m3 lg q).
3.5 Probabilisti Veri ation

The dis ussion until now has assumed that there is a known bound m on m. In the absen e of
su h a bound, the hosts need to dete t that enough samples have been taken to re over the rational
fun tion A (Z )=B (Z ). The following theorem suggests how this might be done.
Let f (Z ) and g(Z ) be distin t moni rational fun tions over F q su h that the sum of
the degrees of the numerator and the denominator is no more than m. If k is a randomly hosen
element of some subset E  F q , then the probability that f (Z ) and g(Z ) take on the same values
at Z = k is less than or equal to (m 1)=jE j.
This follows from the fa t that distin t moni rational fun tions with the given degree bounds
annot agree on more than m 1 points, whi h follows from Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 an be used to test whether the rational fun tion re overed from a given set of sample
points is in fa t equal to A (Z )=B (Z ). In parti ular, let f (Z ) be A (Z )=B (Z ) and g(Z ) be
a rational fun tion re onstru ted from some number of samples of f (Z ). Furthermore, assume that
we're using the Extended Finite Field approa h with q = 2b+1 . Choose E to be the size 2b subset
of F q not used for representing the length-b bit-strings. By Theorem 4, the re on iling hosts an
verify whether f (Z ) = g(Z ) by testing whether the two fun tions are equal on randomly sele ted
elements of E . Note that jSAj and jSB j are trivial upper bounds on mA and mB respe tively, and so
the probability of f (Z ) and g(Z ) being equal on a randomly sele ted point when the two fun tions
are not equal is bounded above by  = (jSAj + jSB j 1)=2b , whi h is typi ally very small.
The approa h des ribed above requires sample points to be hosen at random, so both the
value and the sample point need to be sent for ea h sample, roughly doubling the number of bits
transmitted. In pra ti e, a pseudo-random number generator ould be used, allowing for a seed to
be sent instead of sending ea h individual sample point.
Theorem 4
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The question remains of what proto ol to use for transmitting sample points. One approa h
would be for A to send sample points one at a time. Thus, B would maintain a rational fun tion
g(Z ) mat hing the sample points re eived so far. When B re eives k samples in a row that on rm
the previous value of g(Z ), then B a epts g(Z ) as equal to f (Z ), and fa tors the numerator and
denominator to re over A and B . Until this happens, B ontinues to request more sample points
from A.
The probability that the above proto ol terminates with g(Z ) 6= f (Z ) is bounded above by
mk , where k is the number of samples taken. This is be ause the probability of getting a sequen e
of k mat hing sampled values in a row starting at the i-th sample when the two fun tions are not
equal is k . Sin e there are no more than m possible starting points for su h a sequen e, the overall
probability is less than mk . This means that, for any given probability , if k is hosen to be
dlog(=m)e, the probability of failure is less than . Sin e m is not known a priori, we an use the
weak upper bound of jSAj + jSB j to give a orresponding value of
k = dlog (=(jSA j + jSB j))e:
(6)
Thus, for example, to a hieve a on den e level of 10 12 when re on iling sets of 32-bit bit-strings
whose ombined size is less than 10000 would require 3 on rming samples.
The number of bits transmitted under this approa h is bounded above by:
2(b + 1)m + b + bmA + m + k
The extra m + k bits is due to the 1-bit messages that B needs to tell A to send the next sample.
The omputational omplexity is thus O(m4 lg q), sin e the root nding needs to be repeated every
round.
The approa h of sending a single sampled value at a time has the advantage of sending the
minimum number of samples. It has the disadvantage, however, of requiring 2(m + k) messages.
We an redu e the number of messages to 2dlog (m + k)e by in reasing the number of samples sent
ea h round by a fa tor of . Then, in the worst ase s enario, the number of extra samples sent is
(m + k). Note that Equation (6) an be used for sele ting k in this ase as well.
The ommuni ations omplexity for this approa h is bounded above by
2(b + 1) m + b + bmA + dlog (m + k)e
whi h is approximately times the ommuni ations omplexity of sending one sample at a time.
The omputational omplexity is O(dlog (m + k)em3 lg q).
4

Information-Theoreti

Bounds

The set re on iliation algorithms des ribed in Se tions 2 and 3 all have ommuni ations omplexity
on the order of bm. In the following, we will show that bm is lose to the best a hievable ommuniations omplexity for both the subset re on iliation problem and for the general set re on iliation
problem.
Let N = jSA \ SB j. Solving set re on iliation demands that host A dis ern mB integers from
the 2b N mA that it might be missing. Symmetri ally, host B must dis ern mA bit-strings
among 2b N mB possibilities. This gives the following information-theoreti lower bound on
Itrans , the number of bits that need to be transmitted between A and B for re on iliation:
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Itrans

2b N m  2b N m 
A
B
 lg

:
mB

mA

(7)

If m = mA + mB is held onstant then this expression is minimized when mA or mB is zero, as
appropriate. This follows from the following well-known identity (s.f.r. [18℄):
 
n
j

n j
k

 

n



 j +k ;

(8)

whi h is true whenever n; j; k  0 and j + k  n. Assuming, without loss of generality, that
jSAj  jSB j then substituting n = 2b N mA, j = mB , and k = mA eventually yields:
 b

2
N m
Itrans  lg
:
(9)
m

When 2b is at least twi e as large as either host set, then the lower bound in inequality (9)
be omes (b 1 lg m)  m  bm m lg m. Thus,
Itrans
 1 lg m :
Typi ally, lg m is signi
5

bm
b
antly smaller than b, and so Itrans is at best within a small fra

tion of bm.

Related work

Set re on iliation is losely to the problem of error orre tion over a noisy hannel. The main
di eren e between set re on iliation and error orre tion is that, in the most ommon model for
error orre tion, every data element has an index orresponding to its pla e in the transmission
order, and errors onsist of in-pla e repla ement of one datum with another. This index is stable,
in the sense that transmission errors on some elements do not a e t the indi es of the remaining
elements. In set re on iliation, there is no su h stable index.
Error orre tion odes for in-pla e errors an be applied to the problem of set-re on iliation. In
parti ular, if we hoose some ordering on the set Bb of all length-b bit-strings, then a set S  Bb
an be represented as a single length-2b bit-string, where the ith bit of the bit-string is 1 i
the ith element of Bb is in S . Thus, di eren es between two sets result in bitwise errors in the
orresponding bit-string representations. The length of this representation, however, makes this
approa h omputationally infeasible.
The spurious error orre tion model, introdu ed by Levenshtein [19℄, allows for errors to be
insertions or deletions of letters in addition to in-pla e repla ements. A spurious error orre tion
algorithm an be applied to set re on iliation by treating a set S as a string onsisting of the
elements of S listed in lexi ographi order. Insertions and deletions from S then orrespond to
insertions and deletions from the sorted string.
Many methods have been proposed in the literature for both traditional error orre tion and
spurious error orre tion [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28℄. In line with the former model, Metzner
and Kapturowski [24℄ examined the problem of orre ting disagreeing pages between two di erent
versions of a le using a minimum ommuni ation omplexity. They presented an algorithm that,
with high probability, orre ted most ases of up to  disagreeing pages using a single message of 
signatures, where the size of ea h signature was logarithmi in the overall le size n. Abdel-Gha ar
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and Abbadi [26℄ used Reed-Solomon odes [29℄ to provide a deterministi algorithm for the same
problem that required at most 2 signatures.
In the dire tion of spurious error orre tion, S hwarz, Bowdidge, and Burkhard [25℄ extended
Metzner and Kapturowski's result to the ase of extraneous or missing pages. Using a divide-andonquer algorithm, they developed a multi-round proto ol for re on iling orrupted opies of a le.
Re ently, Cormode, Paterson, S: ahinhalp, and Vishkin [27℄ provided a probabilisti algorithm that
asymptoti ally requires O(m lg(n=m)lg m) ommuni ation bits for a bound m on the size m of the
di eren e between two length-n les.
In this paper, we solved the set re on iliation problem using a single message of roughly m(2b+1)
bits to re on ile two (arbitrarily large) sets that di er by at most m length-b bit-strings. We also
provided a omparable probabilisti proto ol when a bound m is not known. It is important to
note, however, that our results are not stri tly omparable to these related results.
6

Future Work

Set re on iliation an be applied to a number of di erent re on iliation problems. One important
example is the re on iliation of sets where the data elements are variable length bit-strings. This
ase an be dealt with by running the set re on iliation algorithm on hashes of the a tual data
elements instead of the data elements themselves. The result of the re on iliation an then be used
to determine whi h data elements need to be transferred. The problem with the hash approa h is
that it annot be done non-intera tively, sin e it has a se ond stage after the re on iliation where
the a tual missing data is sent. Another alternative is to break variable length data elements
into xed-length hunks, and to annotate those hunks with indexing information that allows the
original elements to be re onstru ted from the hunks. These ideas need to be investigated in more
detail.
Another ommon lass of re on iliation problem is the re on iliation of (key,value) databases.
Su h a database an be re on iled by treating ea h (key,value) pair as a single (possibly variablelength) bit-string. However, it may be possible to take advantage of the fa t that in most ases,
the keys of su h a database hange more frequently than the values. It may be useful to onsider
hybrid proto ols that ombine set re on iliation with existing error- orre tion te hniques for xing
in-pla e orruptions of ordered data.
The probabilisti s heme in Se tion 3.5 also needs further work. The analysis of the onvergen e
of that s heme is onservative and an be substantially improved. Also, we believe that it is possible
to augment the probabilisti algorithm we presented so as to onverge mu h more qui kly.
Proto ol 3 has been implemented using Vi tor Shoup's well known NTL pa kage[30℄. Work is
in progress to investigate various appli ations and to see how e e tive these proto ols an be in
pra ti e in redu ing the ommuni ation load of gossip proto ols.
The key to both proto ols is the representation of a set by its hara teristi polynomial. This
use of polynomials is reminis ent of the use of polynomials in Shamir's se ret sharing proto ol [31℄.
The relationship between se ret sharing and set re on iliation also deserves further study.
7

Con lusion

We have examined the problem of re on iling two related sets, stored at separate hosts, with low
ommuni ation omplexity. We have presented a proto ol for the set re on iliation generalized
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from a spe ial ase in whi h the data stored at one host is a subset of the data stored at the other
host.
Perhaps the most surprising result in the paper is the fa t that these proto ols an be used
non-intera tively if given a bound on the number of elements that di er between the two hosts.
Moreover, the ommuni ation omplexity of these proto ols is remarkably lose to the omplexity
of set re on iliation when ea h host knows a priori whi h elements the other host is missing.
8
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A

Root Finding of Polynomials

Assume we are given a polynomial f (Z ) of degree d over a nite eld F q . This appendix shows
how to determine if all the zeros of f (Z ) are distin t and lie in F q and, if so, how to nd them
qui kly. We show how to use lassi al algorithms to perform zero nding in expe ted O(d3 lg q)
eld operations. More sophisti ated algorithms improve the asymptoti omplexity to as low as
O(d1:82 lg q) [16℄, although their basi stru ture is similar to that presented here and their pra ti al
bene ts are not lear. All of these results are well known (see for instan e, [12, 13, 14, 15℄). They
are in luded here for ompleteness.
The parti ular type of root nding needed by the set re on iliation proto ols involves three
steps. First, determine if f (Z ) is square free. Se ond, verify that all irredu ible fa tors of f (Z ) are
linear. And nally, nd the linear fa tors of f (Z ).
We an determine if f (Z ) is square-free by omputing the GCD (greatest ommon divisor) of
f (Z ) and its derivative f 0 (Z ). Using the Eu lidean algorithm and lassi al polynomial algorithms,
this an be done in O(d2 ) operations in F q . Verifying that f (Z ) is the produ t of d linear fa tors an
also be done by omputing GCD's. Note that all elements of F q are zeros of Z q Z . Thus, Z q Z is
the produ t of moni linear polynomials over Fq . If f (Z ) is square free, it is the produ t of a linear
polynomials only if f (Z ) divides Z q Z . Che king for su h a divisibility using lassi al division
would require O(d  q) operations. However, this omplexity an be redu ed to O(d2 lg q) by using
repeated squaring to ompute h(Z )  Z q (mod f (Z )) and then testing if h(Z ) Z  0 (mod f (Z )).
The repeated squaring stage dominates the time omplexity, sin e O(lg p) squarings are required,
and ea h squaring involves a polynomial multipli ation followed by nding the remainder mod
f (Z ). Using lassi al algorithms ea h multiply and remainder takes O(d2 ) time. Thus, O(d2 lg p)
eld operations will be required in all for the veri ation of divisibility.
Finally, we need to nd the linear fa tors of f (Z ). This is done using probabilisti te hniques
as follows. We onsider two di erent ases for the eld F q ( orresponding to the possible hoi es
for use in our set-re on iliation proto ols): one where q is a prime and the other where q = 2` .
When q is a prime, note that the elements of F q are zeros of
q 1
q 1
Z q Z = (Z 2 + 1)  Z  (Z 2 1):
So, almost half of the elements of Fq are zeros of R(Z ) = Z q 2 1 1.
A polynomial with similar properties an also be onstru ted for the eld F 2` . Denote by R(Z )
the polynomial
` 1
` 2
R(Z ) = Z 2 + Z 2 +    + Z 4 + Z 2 + Z:
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Over the eld F 2` , we have
R(Z )  (R(Z ) + 1) = R(Z )2 + R(Z );
= Z 2`` + Z 2` 1 +    + Z 2 + R(Z );
= Z 2 + Z:
So, all the elements of F 2` are zeros of R(Z )  (R(Z ) +1), and ea h element is either a zero of R(Z )
or of R(Z ) + 1.
To determine the zeros of f (Z ), we hose a random element of a 2 F q and ompute the greatest
ommon divisor of f (Z ) and R(Z a), whi h will have almost half the degree of f (Z ). Applying
this te hnique re ursively on the two fa tors of f (Z ), with di erent values for a will further split
the polynomial, ultimately into linear fa tors. In total, the expe ted number of GCD required will
be O(d). For odd q, the rst GCD is done via repeated squaring in modulus, as in the previous
paragraph. For q = 2`, the remainder of ea h of the terms of R(Z ) is omputed (from lowest to
highest degree) and then summed.
B

Implementation of Proto ol 3

The rst question to be answered in any implementation of the set re on iliation proto ol is what
nite eld to use. Sin e the data sets, onsist of bit strings of length b, the most eÆ ient eld to
use, information theoreti ally, would be one of the form F 2m . Unfortunately, arithmeti in these
elds an be quite slow, when spe ial hardware support is not available. Thus, it is preferable to
use F q , where q > 2b is a prime number.
We have implemented the set re on iliation proto ol 3 using Shoup's well-known NTL pa kage [30℄. Instead of using the Expanded Finite Field approa h, the implementation instead does
some extra bookkeeping to handle anomalous evaluation points. The bookkeeping information is
1 bit per sample point, so it has the same ommuni ation omplexity as the proto ol des ribed in
the paper. The implementation also uses a nite eld with an odd number of elements. Table 1
shows the number of se onds of omputation time required by this proto ol on a 550Mhz Pentium
III pro essor for di erent size data set words, and di erent numbers of dis repan ies. In this testing, we have assumed that the re on iliation data was maintained in rementally and thus did not
measure the time required to ompute the values of the hara teristi polynomials.
Sin e the word sized used for the data set elements is a multiple of 32, the the prime numbers
used in the nite eld arithmeti were always one word larger than the data words. This is typi al
of most appli ations of the proto ol, sin e users would most likely not appre iate having their data
set elements restri ted to 31, 63 or 127 bits.
It is worth noting that even with fairly large data set words (256 bits), and large numbers of
dis repan ies (200), the amount of time required to ompute the missing elements is relatively small
(less than a minute) and that the growth in time omplexity is less than ubi in the size of the
dis repan y.
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/ 
32
64
96
128
160
192
224
256
288
320
352
384
416
448
480
512

40

60

40
0.078
0.219
0.453
0.750
1.359
1.453
2.734
3.046
3.703
4.547
5.969
7.469
9.563
10.765
12.078
15.844

80

100

80
0.391
0.921
1.719
2.953
5.110
6.078
8.531
10.985
13.265
18.453
20.172
26.828
34.766
37.813
44.421
51.969

120

120
0.907
1.922
3.406
5.672
10.547
11.688
15.578
20.875
26.453
30.969
38.641
50.063
55.469
68.219
75.328
97.985

140

160

160
1.984
4.093
6.734
10.579
18.703
22.031
31.218
37.875
47.656
58.891
72.875
84.938
102.609
118.109
137.125
166.297

180

200

220

DiscrepancySize

200
3.438
6.532
10.516
16.406
25.375
33.703
45.015
56.406
68.234
82.390
100.109
120.312
147.422
169.281
189.750
225.656

240

260

240
5.406
9.844
15.704
24.375
36.422
50.266
63.110
75.985
100.906
122.203
144.187
165.828
203.797
228.922
259.984
304.421

280

300

280
8.219
15.360
24.672
36.656
53.422
72.031
97.328
120.141
148.047
176.969
209.421
250.672
305.36
341.907
388.75
455.813

320

340

320
11.610
21.031
33.391
47.375
77.828
97.750
123.672
153.610
188.906
217.671
269.156
319.782
376.579
439.407
487.688
571.750

360

380

360
15.875
28.187
44.953
64.250
92.750
125.656
157.062
196.797
239.125
285.000
337.406
396.250
470.765
545.718
599.297
705.359

Figure 1: Computational time needed to re on ile  ve tors ea h of size b bits on a 550MHz
Pentium III pro essor.
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Proto ol 3

Set re on iliation proto ol given upper bound on m

Ea h host evaluates the following fun tions, assuming that is an upper bound on , the size of the
symmetri di eren e between and . We also assume that hosts and agree on a eld F , and that
g  F is some set of size that does not overlap with or . The notation var
=f
is used to refer to the value of var at host .
We initialize setSize to 0 and
[ ℄ to 1, for all from 1 to .
addElement(elt)
1. In rement setSize by 1.
ompute
2. For ea h = 1
re Data[ ℄ = re Data[ ℄  ( elt)
over the eld F .
removeElement(elt)
1. De rement setSize by 1.
2. For ea h = 1 ompute
re Data[ ℄ = re Data [ ℄ ( elt)
over the eld F .
re on ile()
1. Initialize = setSize setSize.
2. De ne the support set to be:
f( re Data[ ℄ re Data[ ℄) j 2 g
Then, using the te hnique des ribed in Se tion 3.2, nd a moni rational fun tion ( ) ( )
that satis es su h that:
degree ( ( )) + degree ( ( )) 
degree ( ( )) degree ( ( )) =
m

SA

E

k1 ; k2 ; : : : ; km

m

SB

A

B

m

q

q

SA

SB

H:

H

re Data i

i

m

i

:::m

i

i

ki

q

i

::m

i

i = ki

q

d

A:

B:

V

ki ; A:

i =B:

i

ki

E

:

P Z =Q Z

V

P Z

Q Z

P Z

Q Z

m

d

3. Compute  and  as the zeros of the normalized polynomials
respe tively.
A

B

Q(Z )

GCD(P (Z );Q(Z ))
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P (Z )
GCD(P (Z );Q(Z ))

and

